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About This Content

Equipped with the Candy Cane Crossbow, Frank West shares his holiday spirit by firing candy canes from a crossbow.

Available and pre-built in Emergency Shelter vendors (story) and Vending Machines (multiplayer). Try not to spoil your dinner.
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Genre: Action
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Capcom Game Studio Vancouver, Inc.
Franchise:
Dead Rising
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel i5-2400 or AMD FX 6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB) or AMD Radeon HD 7850 (2 GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 50 GB available space

Sound Card: DX11-compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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dead rising 4 candy cane crossbow

Okay. I bought this game out of curiosity, hoping to find a hidden gem. And, wow. It did not disappoint.

"Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy" has a plot. It is a mashup of "Destroy all Monsters," "Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure," and
any given episode of "WWE RAW." It's a profoundly weird narrative, but it is coherent.

Soooo...this game is set in a world where giant Godzilla monsters are real. However, all the huge city-stomping monsters signed
some sort of treaty-thing agreeing to only battle each other in scheduled, televised, in-ring events to avoid needlessly wiping out
humanity. However during a major title match, an evil monster with a box for a head breaks the rules by using a steel chair
against his opponent. Then, when he realizes he's going to get disqualified, he summons a giant interdimensional sea slug to
transport him back in time so he can alter the time stream continuum to retroactively prevent himself from ever losing of the
match...and also become ruler of the world. So, now you must lead a group of benevolent monsters through time in order to set
history right and presumably end the original title bout.

You with me?
This game is bananas! As its title implies, the gameplay follows the classic Final Fantasy formula of turn-based battles. And,
given my description of the plot, you may be thinking the game's script is nothing but "LOL RANDUMB!!!1!" dialogue. But,
no. This is a thoroughly fleshed out universe, with surprisingly three dimensional protagonists. So, the game's humor is
genuinely pretty great! It's charming, funny, and character driven, even if all the characters are idiotic meat-heads.

Did I mention its presentation is also pretty darn phenomenal? The OST is full of original chip-tunes that do a more than
serviceable job of setting each world's tone. There are enough fast-travel hot spots to prevent the game from ever dragging. And
all encounter monsters are visible on the game's overworld, so there's no unwanted random battles. The pixel art in this game is
legitimately impressive, and the graphics feature plenty of nods to the SNES Mode 7 eye-candy that defined 16-bit JRPGs.

However, this is not really a nostalgia game. It's its own thing. Despite all the references, "Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy" is
its own stupidly crazy thing. This is a shockingly fresh game built on nostalgic mechanics. And that's a good thing. Players will
need *something* familiar to keep them grounded in this lunacy. The fact that this is coming from such an obscure freelance
Dev is awesome. This could easily have been a cheap RPGMaker project. But, no. The game is seemingly built from the ground
up, and that gives it level of polish that really makes this labor of love shine. If this is any indicator of quality, I think we can
expect some really amazing stuff from Super Walrus Games.

So, do I recommend "Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy?" Yes. To who? Well, you can't put a game as unique as this into a box.
So, I won't. I recommend it to everyone. Everyone, buy this game.

Or, at least try the free demo. Yeah. It even has a free demo, for anyone who's on the fence. This game's great.. We laughed and
laughed. Definitely do it standing up, if you can. This is hillarious. If you like carnival rides, this is for you.. This has the
potential to be a fun game, but one thing makes it horrible: You cannot skip dialogue. So you are forced to sit and listen to the
same dialogue over and over. If the developers added a way to skip hearing things you've already heard, this would be much
more tolerable. But I can't stand playing it.. This was a surprisingly fun educational game. I finished it in half an hour, but in-
game menus indicate this is the first of a larger series of lessons.

The game manages to get across the basics of how lasers work, in an interactive manner that makes the lessons 'stick'. The few
mini-games are well chosen to solidify concepts such as stimulated emission and laser construction.

The framing narrative is fun - you're working for and being trained by a space exploration and exploitation company that not
everyone thinks are the good guys.

Graphics are basic, but well chosen, and for edutainment, a level of graphics that can be run on a potato is a plus.

A few nit-picks:
* Currently no save feature! This is a must, once more episodes are up.
* Currently no subtitles for the framing narrative. This is important for accessibility.
* The lessons don't explain WHY both neon and helium are needed in a helium-neon laser. As far as the material covered goes,
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it seems like JUST neon or JUST helium should work just fine. Maybe an extra section explaining why the mix is needed?
* Aligning the waves is oddly anti-climactic. You just get them all to turn blue, and due to optical illusion-like effects, it's
actually hard to see that the sine waves actually DO line up. Maybe also show the result of more coherence? An emitted light
beam that changes as you have more and more waves line up?
* The artifacts on the sheep's speech bubble...
* Maybe it's just me, but I spent WAY too long trying to build the final laster in the red dongle where I'd removed the parts
from. Maybe more obvious signaling for the worktable once the parts are collected? Reporting on the bridge is also counter-
intuitive. Why not at one of the screens in the engine room?

All in all, a fairly priced, promising bit of edutainment. Recommended.. Don't let the positive reviews fool you and save
yourself 0.99 or 1.99 whatever you're gonna buy it for.
You're going to get exactly what you paid for.

The combat is shallow, the story isn't anything too exciting, the level design is questionable, and the aspect ratio hurts my eyes.

Starting with the combat, you take turns attacking each other with an occasional block or heal with little to no strategy. By the
time you have your full selection of weapons and abilities, there's very few enemies that they'll actually be necessary for. I think
the final enemies\/bosses are the most fun since they actually require some prep time and planning. But overall that fun is short
lived.

The story isn't exactly something that pulled me in, I won't get into spoilers but most of the "story" will be in the final hour of
your playthrough.

As for the level design, it wasn't anything too bad until the final area where there's no sense of direction and it feels like you're
walking in circles. At one point you have to walk into a wall and "out of bounds" in order to progress... Which is something I
would have never figured out unless I checked a guide. There are also some items that require you to walk into walls and again
go "out of bounds" to obtain, but overall I made it through fine without ever giving them a second thought.

And now for the worst offender, the aspect ratio. You're left with no choice but to stare at a small little box for hours with a
possible migraine. If you try to play full screen, the resolution is stretched and doesn't look very good. I think there is a fix for
this someplace, somewhere, but it wasn't apparent when I played so I got stuck with the small box.

I guess I should mention the controls, you move with the arrow keys, interact with enter, and sprint with shift. Keyboard controls
are pretty awkward so I opted to use a gamepad. Which *surprise* force you to move around with the analog stick rather than
the dpad... I guess it isn't that big of a deal, I just think its unfortunate that there's no choice to move around with the dpad since
the keyboard controls clearly aren't viable.

Point I'm trying to make, is even if its price is something you can live without, the time you'll lose is something you'll never
regain.. FOR ME ONE OF THE BEST SHOOTERS ON STEAM BEHIND ENTER THE GUNGEON THOUGH I LOVE
HOW SHOTGUN SHELLS AND BULLETS STAY ON THE FLOOR AND YOU CAN CLEARLY SEE THERE HAS BEEN
A BATTLE TOOK PLACE I LVOE THIS GAME you buy ammo ghuns buy robot companion go to a website to see where you
stand on leaderboards type it in goodle also some secrets are hard to find but in general you can see where the weak walls are it
sjust annoying losing accuracy shooting walls you cannot see THATS THE ONLY DOWNSIDE TO THIS GAME AMAZING I
STARTED CAMPAIGN ON HARD AND BELEIVE ME ITS HARD. So well balanced, i love Predator and the burtality's are
very easy to perform!
Just love it, BIG FAN here!
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Could be very fun to steam off and casula play but it isn't as it doesn't even support joystick as they mention in their faq on the
game's website. As such, I strongly counsel you NOT TO BUY this game. :(. So you have Your Fantasy Game and need
monsters to fight because the base pack doesn't include them? This pack allows you to get the monsters and sideview enemy
sprites too. (Sideview battlers for the new charcters not included) I would say that this pack is a bit overpriced (8 dollars for
monsters.... not a good price) But other than that there are HORSE RIDERS
(Ride mechanic fans go crazy.... maybe..) and the new characters come with animations and horse sprites (Riding the horses, not
(edit: there IS horse sprites, YAY HORSES) horse sprites) It's good for monsters, but takes a big bite of your wallet if you don't
have that much money.. Hilarious and challenging little game where you can reshape history! Learn the truth about how those
famous monuments were built!!. This game its good but to many botter , new player cant be leveling or finish quest coz botter .
And where GM ? always offline? player selling item with carding or illegal program why not banned him?. Fun, wacky puzzle
game. Who knew sorting cats kept us from being sucked into the sun all along?. Good music.

Feels like the beginnings of something interesting. I hope they develop it to add something good.

Can't really recommend it as it is, even if it was free. Almost any other game you could play is better than this.. During my first
playthrough, I was thinking I'd come here and give a recommended review for sure. The story was pretty good, even if you are
constantly assumed to be a pervert... but playing through it a second time made this an easy not recommended review
unfortunately. I play Choose Your Own Adventure style games like this because I like to have the choices and see the different
ways everything can resolve. Sadly, most of the 'choices' in my second playthrough (Where I was choosing the opposite of what
I did in the first playthrough of course) quickly turned in, "You realize that's a bad idea and do the other thing." That kind of
illusion of choice then forcing me to do what I didn't choose really annoys me.

So, if you only play the game once, I'd consider it. If you're like me and play it through many times to see all the different
endings, don't bother.. A simple yet engaging dynasty simulator, aka Royal Breeding Programme Simulator.. The level design in
this game is almost diabolical

In foxyLand you're tasked to save you're beloved who was foxnapped. You have one heck of a trek to undertake to get
significant one back. This game follows the let's do it retro-style and I feel like it was successful. The colrs are bright and the
music isn't bad. I mean, you won't wanna buy the soundtrack but trust me, its better than some other pieces that I've heard.
There is the traditional 3 stars grading system which is calculated by the number of cherries in your possession when you finish
the level. However, in a bit of a twist the cherries also serve as currency; giving you incentive to actually care. You'll need
cherries to skip difficult levels, gamble in multiplayer AND purchase outfits for your hero. I joined for the premise and stayed
for the fashion show. Its the little things.

I only have one issue and a couple of gripes. The level design mixed with the jumping. The levels will eventually require you to
make some VERY TIGHT jumps while asking for pin-point precision placement and the protaganists jumps are looser than a
discount prostitute so when you add these things together it equals infant face punching. Just gotta git gud, I guess. Gripe one:
While I apreciate the incentive for cherries I wish there was an incentive, other than achievements, for three stars. Palette color
swaps, animal swaps, or something, I dunno. Gripe Gripe two: When you hit the last level you find your beloved and you get a
Donkey Kong 1981-esque ending. You don't confront foxnapper...exsqueeze me? I WANTED TO BOP THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN' BIRD! I guess I'll have to pretend that he died of pneumonia.

I like the game but is it worth 2.99? Yeah, it is. An online option(which I didn't try, sorry not my thing) 20 stages that should
make use of your vocabulary, and a clothing option offering replay value. It may have the "mark" of a mobile game but there
are sprinkled bits of flavor that should be noticed and appreciated.
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